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Naught’s Had is the story of Kimberley and Alex, two ordinary,
unsophisticated young people, set against the backdrop of the
1970's. As rock 'n roll energizes their world and makes them believe
in tomorrow, the story plays out the complexities of two people, and
their choices of how to love, and not love each other. Author's
Opening Comments: “My novel is about passion, longings, fears.
It is about not knowing how to love but loving anyway. It is about
social pressures. It is about letting love be whatever it is. It is about
holding on and holding back. It is about games people play. It is
about the interplay between love and fear. It is loud. It is urgent. It
is young. It is frustrating. It has something to say about being alive.
“The book is built on an experiential sense of form, not a
conceptual one. There is no narrative voice outside the perspective
of the characters, and none of the perspectives are raised above the
others. No one is right; they are merely experiencing, and, in that,
discovering. Life appears on the pages in all it's everyday,
unsophisticated glory. And, like life itself, the novel does not resolve
its tensions.” ************* “This isn’t your everyday romance
... These are complex characters, with complex backstories, detailed
painstakingly ... characters you won’t soon forget, dealing with
issues that are unfortunately too prevalent in today’s society. The
author does a masterful job of exploring the complex nuances of
relationships with her often lyrical, almost stream-of-consciousness
writing style.” Publisher’s Daily Reviews Kimberly and Alex
make their choices until their love for each other lead both to go in
separate directions. But, before this happens, we experience the
questioning of life itself through these characters, as they try to
understand ‘this thing called love,’ intellectually through Kim,
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and viscerally through Alex. No solution is ever given. We have it
“naught” (as it were) – we’ll just have to try to figure it out for
ourselves. It’s a ‘whodunnit’ on the relationship front.
“Shirley Fortescue”
A variety of crucial and still most relevant ideas about nothingness
or emptiness have gained profound philosophical prominence in the
history and development of a number of South and East Asian
traditions—including in Buddhism, Daoism, Neo-Confucianism,
Hinduism, Korean philosophy, and the Japanese Kyoto School.
These traditions share the insight that in order to explain both the
great mysteries and mundane facts about our experience, ideas of
"nothingness" must play a primary role. This collection of essays
brings together the work of twenty of the world’s prominent
scholars of Hindu, Buddhist, Daoist, Neo-Confucian, Japanese and
Korean thought to illuminate fascinating philosophical
conceptualizations of "nothingness" in both classical and modern
Asian traditions. The unique collection offers new work from
accomplished scholars and provides a coherent, panoramic view of
the most significant ways that "nothingness" plays crucial roles in
Asian philosophy. It includes both traditional and contemporary
formulations, sometimes putting Asian traditions into dialogue with
one another and sometimes with classical and modern Western
thought. The result is a book of immense value for students and
researchers in Asian and comparative philosophy.
Situating former Harvard neurosurgeon Dr. Eben Alexander's NearDeath Experience within the ontological landscape of Romanity, or,
the 'Byzantine'-Ottoman Continuum of Roman Ecumenicity,
namely: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, God's Gift, World's
Deception is a unique exploration of this unique NDE, attesting to
its vital and organic ties to those experiences of the New Testament
Fathers of the 'Byzantine' Apostolic Catholic Orthodox Church (
τ
π ντων
ν τη , the unity of all
being/existents), which came to them via theosis. The book claims
that Dr. Alexander's experience is indeed a continuation and
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completion of the theophanic visions of the Old Testament
Prophets, and is linked to the imaginal divine becomings of the
Koranic Ottoman vahdet-i vücud tasavvuf Masters ('the unity-ofBeing' Sufism, in both Sunni and Alevi traditions); but also
highlights the distorting effects of the interpretive resources available
in the predominantly neo-Gnostic-cratic West (religious and
secular), as well as its Globalist agenda, creating an unfit backdrop
for an exegetical attempt at the Proof of Heaven Experience.
Ultimately, God's Gift, World's Deception reconfirms the
engendered existence of the Divine-human Ecumene as a
historically spiritual-somatic reflection of the Divine Realm, and,
above all, it shows the Theanthropic Lord Jesus Christ as the True
Om, the Real Hak kat- Muhammediyye, and the Eternal Tao.
Adopting an Abandoned Farm (Esprios Classics)
Dread Naught but Time
Rational Religion and Morals: Presenting Analysis of the Functions
of Mind, Under the Operations and Directions of Reason
The Onion and Philosophy
Champions of Naught Six: The Story of the 1906 Cleburne
Railroaders
An Essay on the Humanity of Christ

This book explores the thought of
Jacques Derrida as it relates to the
tradition of apophatic
thought--negative theology and
philosophy--in both Western and Eastern
traditions. Following the Introduction
by Toby Foshay, two of Derrida's essays
on negative theology, Of an Apocalyptic
Tone Newly Adopted in Philosophy and
How to Avoid Speaking: Denials, are
reprinted here. These are followed by
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essays from a Western perspective by
Mark C. Taylor and Michel Despland, and
essays from an Eastern perspective by
David Loy, a Buddhist, and Harold
Coward, a Hindu. In the Conclusion,
Jacques Derrida responds to these
discussions.
This is the story of the Cleburne
Railroaders and the 1906 Texas season.
Tris Speaker was an 18 year old rookie
that season on his way to Baseball's
Hall of Fame. Ft. Worth and Dallas
battled for the first half flag, but it
was Cleburne at season's end that
proved to be the best.
This work by Whiddon is his only known
work. It was primarily prepared for his
flock to teach them and remind them
about living well before God with a
conscience that is purified
(regenerated) and pacified (put at
peace) by the blood of Jesus Christ and
the power of the Spirit of Christ. His
principle text is Hebrews 13:18, “For
we trust we have a good conscience,
willing in all things to live
honestly.” Whiddon called this work
“his tract” to his flock that they
might read over and study the contents
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so as not to forget how to live their
life before Christ and men with a “good
conscience.” He covers the definition
and meaning of a good conscience; the
opposed nature of a natural conscience;
the means to purify and pacify a fallen
sinner’s conscience; how to hold onto a
good conscience and how to exercise it.
Edmund Calamy makes a notation of
Whiddon in his work “The
Nonconformist’s Memorial” and notes the
exceptional character of Whiddon in
passing, and the popularity of this
work, “The Golden Topaz.” This is not a
scan or facsimile, has been updated in
modern English for easy reading and has
an active table of contents for
electronic versions.
A New and Complete Concordance Or
Verbal Index to Words, Phrases, &
Passages in the Dramatic Works of
Shakespeare
The Holy Bible Containing the Old and
New Testaments
With Useful Observations Thereupon
Noughts & Crosses
The First, Eliciting the Necessary,
Rational, and Only Religion, Monotheism
.. the Second, the Obvious Duties and
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Precautions of Society
Lives of Fair and Gallant Ladies
A collection of of Zwingli's later writings
(1525-1531), including such works as his treatise on
original sin, essay on providence and his Short and
Clear Exposition of the Christian Faith.
The Onion, with its unique brand of deadpan satirical
humor, has become a familiar part of the American
scene. The newspaper has a readership of over a
million, and reaches millions more with its spin-off
books and Onion News Network. The Onion has
shown us that standard ways of thinking about the
news have their grotesque and silly side, and this
invites philosophical examination. Twenty-one
philosophers were commissioned to provide witty
philosophical perspectives on just what makes the
Onion so truthful and insightful. Former Governor
Sarah Palin reported: “I just couldn’t put it down.
The Onion and Philosophy is the most exciting book
I’ve read since Principia Mathematica.” Are the
Onion writers truly cynical, or just cynically faking it?
Does the Onion really have a serious point of view on
religion? On sex? On politics? Who cares what Area
Man thinks? If everyone’s so dumb, how come so
many Onion readers keep on laughing at how dumb
they are?
After a year of working as a tour guide in the swamps
of Louisiana--and the day after a man's body is found
in a canal--former Police Chief Clint Wolf realizes he
can't stay away from law enforcement work forever.
Ditching his paddle for a pistol, he rejoins the
Mechant Loup Police Department, but this time as
their chief investigator, and he works beside Police
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Chief Susan Wilson as they seek to solve the mystery
in the canal.While it isn't odd to find drowned bodies
floating in the vast waterways of Louisiana from time
to time, it is unusual to find a body with six bullet
holes in its back. This first case back for Clint won't
be a walk in the park, but a blue truck and a single
piece of paper might be the key to everything. The
only problem? The truck has seemingly vanished into
thin air and no one can find the piece of paper.
On Providence and Other Essays
In the Likeness of Sinful Flesh
Scribes Divided Anthology, Vol 2: Short Stories
With a Supplementary Concordance to the Poems
The Comprehensive Commentary on the Holy Bible:
Matt.-John. 1834
And now we find seated on the throne of
France a young Monarch of a strange, wild,
unattractive exterior. His eye is pale,
colourless and shifty, seeming to be void of
all expression. He trusts no man, and has no
real assurance of his power as Sovereign; he
looks long and suspiciously at those about
him before speaking, rarely bestows his
confidence and believes himself constantly
surrounded by spies. 'Tis a nervous, timid
child,—'tis Charles IX. History treats him
with an extreme severity; and the "St.
Bartholomew" has thrown a lurid light over
this unhappy Prince's figure. He allowed the
massacres on the fatal nights of the 24th and
25th of August, and even shot down the flying
Protestants from his palace roof. Without
going into the interminable discussions of
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historians as to this last alleged fact,
which is as strongly denied by some
authorities as it is maintained by others, I
am not one of those who say hard things of
Charles IX. It is more a sentiment of pity I
feel for him,—this monarch who loved Brantôme
and Marot, and who protected Henri IV.
against Catherine de Medici. I see him
surrounded by brothers whom he had learned to
distrust. The Due d'Alençon is on the spot, a
legitimate object of detestation by reason of
the subterranean intrigues he is for ever
hatching against his person; while his other
brother Henri (afterwards Henri III.),
Catherine's favourite son, is in Poland, kept
sedulously informed of every variation in the
Prince's always feeble health, waiting
impatiently for the hour when he must hurry
back to France to secure the crown he covets.
Then his sister's vicious outbreaks are a
source of constant pain and anxiety to him;
and last but not least there is his mother
Catherine de Medici, an incubus that crushed
out his very life-breath. He cannot forget
the tortures his brother Francis suffered
from his mysterious malady, and his premature
death after a single year's reign. Catherine
hated Mary Stuart, his young Queen, whose
only fault was to have exaggerated in herself
all the frailties together with all the
physical perfections of a woman; and dreadful
words had been whispered with bated breath
about the Queen Mother. An Italian, deprived
of all power while her husband lived,
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insulted by a proud and beautiful favourite,
yet knowing herself well fitted for command,
she had brought up her children with ideas of
respect and submission to her will they were
never able to throw off. The ill-will she
bore her daughter-in-law was the cause of all
those accusations History has listened to
over readily. But Charles, a nervous,
affectionate child, whose natural impulses
however had been chilled by his mother's
influence and the indifference of his father
Henri II., was thrown back on himself, and
grew up timid, suspicious and morose. The
frantic love of Francis for his fascinating
Queen, the cold dignity of Catherine in face
of slights and cruel mortifications, her
bitter disappointment during her eldest son's
reign, her Italian origin (held then even
more than now to imply an implacable
determination to avenge all injuries), her
indifference to the sudden and appalling
death of the young King, the insinuations of
her enemies,—all combined to make a profound
impression on Charles, giving a furtive and,
if we may say so, a haggard bent to his
character. Presently, seated on the throne of
France, Huguenots and Catholics all about
him, exposed to the insults and pretensions
of the Guise faction on the one hand and that
of Coligny on the other, dragged now this way
now that between the two, yet all the while
instinctively drawn toward the Catholic side
by ancestral faith and his mother's counsels
no less than by reasons of state, Charles
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signed the fatal order authorizing the
Massacre of the Saint Bartholomew.
Two star-crossed lovers fight for a more just
world in this searing novel with a criticallyacclaimed BBC series adaptation now streaming
on NBCUniversal’s Peacock platform! Sephy is
a Cross: dark-skinned and beautiful, she
lives a life of privilege and power. But
she’s lonely, and she burns with injustice at
the world she sees around her. Callum is a
nought: pale-skinned and poor, he’s
considered to be less than nothing, there to
serve Crosses, but he dreams of a better
life. They’ve been friends since they were
children, and they both know that’s as far as
it can ever go. Noughts and Crosses are fated
to be bitter enemies—love is out of the
question. Then—in spite of a world that is
fiercely against them—these star-crossed
lovers choose each other. But it comes at a
price and as they prepare to protect
themselves and their love, they realize that
the cost will lead both of them into terrible
danger…and will have shocking repercussions
for generations to come.
Foreword by Colin Gunton. Draws upon both the
Catholic and the Protestant theological
traditions to explore the humanity of Jesus.
William Faulkner and Southern History
The Anatomy of Melancholy, what it Is, with
All the Kinds, Causes, Symptoms, Prognostics,
and Several Cures of It, in Three Partitions
Derrida and Negative Theology
Nothingness in Asian Philosophy
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The Rise and Fall of President Barry Blue:
Two Novellas
A Romance
ALL FOR NAUGHT collects a novella and a novelette:
"Naught for Hire" and "Naught Again." "Naught for Hire" is a
quirky, action-packed, comedy set just a few years from now.
Nick Naught, private eye, walks down some strange mean
streets as he tries to stay ahead of the killers on his tail and tries
to cope in a world where all the irritations we have with
technology are magnified. Gadgets act up in big ways, including
voice operated machines that talk back to people. Nick Naught
winds up on a hit list, but he doesn't even realize it at first,
because the "accidents" are so much like his normal hazardous
life. Annette Taylor, Nick's former lover, shows up in his office
shortly after she runs into trouble too. "Naught Again" follows
Nick's adventures as he looks into trouble at the local
cryogenics lab. ALL FOR NAUGHT satirizes the daily
frustrations with malfunctioning technology, devices that
always seems to fail right when we need them most, and
machinery that must have been designed by committee. It
lampoons everything from pompous lawyers and the IRS to
digital watches and endless lines at the drivers license bureau.
It's filled with laugh-out-loud situations that everyone can
identify with. Dilbert could relate.
A sextet of sceptic texts has been collected in Stoic Six Pack 4 The Sceptics: Pyrrhonic Sketches by Sextus Empiricus, Life of
Pyrrho by Diogenes Laërtius, Sextus Empiricus and Greek
Scepticism by Mary Mills Patrick, The Greek Sceptics: from
Pyrrho to Sextus by Norman MacColl, Stoics and Sceptics by
Edwyn Bevan and Life of Carneades by Diogenes Laërtius. A
key concept for the sceptics was ataraxia ("tranquility"), a
Greek term used by Pyrrho to describe a lucid state of robust
tranquility, characterized by ongoing freedom from distress and
worry. By applying ideas of what he called "practical
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skepticism" to Ethics and to life in general, Pyrrho concluded
that ataraxia could be achieved. Arriving at a state of ataraxia
became the ultimate goal of the early Skeptikoi.
One of America's most acclaimed historians of the South
weaves together a perceptive biography of Faulkner with an
astute analysis of his works and a revealing history of his
ancestors in Mississippi--a family history that becomes, in
Williamson's skilled hands, a vivid portrait of Southern culture
itself.
But Not Forgotten
Seventh-day Advenist Hymnal Word Edition
Fellow of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, and Prebendary of St.
Paul's, Martyr, 1555...
The Writings of John Bradford, M.A.
Stoic Six Pack 4: The Sceptics
Milton's Paradise Lost, with notes, critical and explanatory,
original and selected, by J. R. Major

The only thing worse than being stabbed in
the back is being shot in the back; and
that's exactly what happens to local bar
owner Mitch Taylor. As Clint Wolf and
Susan Wilson investigate, the list of
suspects begins to grow and it includes
the victim's estranged wife. Just when it
appears Clint is closing in on the killer,
things takes a surprising turn and the
entire complexion of the case is
changed.As though the twist in the case
weren't enough, Clint finds an old
photograph that turns his personal life on
its head and sets him on a dual quest for
answers. Not only is he interrogating
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suspects, but he also interrogates his
mother, and he begins to wonder what will
be more difficult--discovering the secret
to his past or solving Mitch Taylor's
murder. One thing is certain...no one will
be the same after this is over.
All for Naught tells the story of Richard
Melmont, a billionaire many times over.
His wife Maria, daughter Barbara, and son
Daniel are appalled by his cutthroat
methods and even more appalled by the
weapons system he is developing. Is he
deliberately deceiving government
officials, bankers, and the general
public, or is he deceiving himself? In The
Rise and Fall of President Barry Blue, an
experienced White House correspondent is
trying to sort through contradictory
insider accounts to get a true picture of
an elusive president.
Embattled former detective Clint Wolf is
the newly appointed police chief for
Mechant Loup, a small swampy town in
southeast Louisiana. Usually a quiet town,
the tranquility of the place is shattered
when a human arm is found in the jowls of
an alligator. Once it's determined the arm
belongs to a reputable business owner, the
race is on to find the man and figure out
what happened to him. Little does Clint
know that solving the case could unearth a
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plot so evil it would go down as the worst
event in Louisiana history . . . and he
might not live to see it.(NOTE: Originally
published on December 6, 2015 by Amber
Quill Press, LLC)
But Not Forever
New Dawn
Fake News Story True Alleges Indignant
Area Professor
Impossible...But Not with God!
The Eclectic review. vol. 1-New [8th]
God's Gift, World's Deception
The unshakable specter of Time hovers over each
of the 26 tales in Scribes Divided’s second
anthology. Brought to you by a collective of
accomplished authors from nearly every time
zone across the world, these timeless stories
inspire, terrify, delight, and explore that most
human of shared experiences: living our lives
second by second, until our time expires. Death?
Taxes? Please. Dread naught but Time.
In war, no one is safe. War has come to
Thornstone, Tarkin’s Point, and Thoriddon,
throwing all three nations into chaos. Led by the
demon lord Vagborar, the legions of orcs are
bent on nothing less than the total annihilation
of both human and dwarf. With their demonic
allies, they just might succeed. But not without a
fight. As Serena tries to find answers and a path
to victory, Orin and Brom fight with both sword
and spell to turn back the tide of darkness.
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Beside them are a kingdom of dwarves and a city
of humans, but even they may not be enough to
beat back such a force. If they hope to survive,
they need to come together, but with each
nation under siege, uniting as one is easier said
than done. When one of them is freed from
battle, hope is rekindled, but prejudices rise to
the surface, threatening everything. If any of
them hope to survive, past actions and old
hatreds must be forgotten. Hard decisions and
painful sacrifices must be made. And pride and
egotism must be set aside for the greater good.
If not, a new age of evil will dawn upon the
world.
Aleph-naught is a performative text that
creatively harnesses Dinesh’s findings from
three of her previous works: Memos from a
Theatre Lab: Exploring What Immersive Theatre
“Does”, Memos from a Theatre Lab: Spaces,
Relationships, & Immersive Theatre, and Memos
from a Theatre Lab: Immersive Theatre & Time.
As the latest endeavour in Dinesh’s ongoing
commitment to creating socially relevant,
immersive, theatrical works, this book contains
“A Play” and “A Plan”: a script that can be
staged; a plan for how to work with participants
(performers and spectators) in the realisation of
that script. By using one specific play to address
larger questions around staging Immersive
Theatre, Aleph-naught is a unique resource for
practitioners and researchers who are committed
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to immersive forms of socially relevant theatre
praxis.
Naught’s Had
The Infernal Comedy
The Text Printed from the Most Correct Copies of
the Present Authorized Translation Including the
Marginal Readings and Parallel Texts with a
Commentary and Critical Notes Designed as a
Help to a Better Understanding of the Sacred
Writings
A Weekly Journal of Literature, Science, and the
Fine Arts
A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language
All for Naught
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